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Book Reviews 

Genes and signal transduction in multistage carcinogenesis edited by Nancy H. Colburn. 
Marcel Dekker, Inc., 270, Madison Avenue, N e x  York, NY 10016, USA, 1989, pp 480, S 150. 

Genes and signal transduction in multistage carcinogenesisaccording to its editor is "reiati*;e!y unique 
on making connections between events triggered at membrane receptors and nuclear gens regclation 
that may cause cancer". The connection between the events at the membrane level and the expression. 
suppression and regulation of relevant gene is the molecular biology of carcinogenesis itself. 

The book is divided into four parts. The first deals kith genetic variants for responses to carcinogens, 
tumor promoters and growth factors. Part I1 is on genes that confer susceptibilit!. to neoplastic 
transformation. Part 111 is on signai transduction. specifically tile role of protein kicases and 
phospholipases. and Part I\: deals with 'stress assoc~ated signals and gene regulation'. 

Part I has six chapters that provide genetic basis for multistage carcinogenesis. The first rhree 
chapters describe studies on genetic control of hepatocarcinogenesis. modulation of mammary 
carcinogenesis by enhancer and suppressor genes, and genetic determinants of susceptibiiity for skin 
tumor. Rodent model has been used In the above studies. These three chapltrs are lucidly wrilten 
and provide compelling evidence for genetic control ofcarcinogenesis at the b e i  of promotion. A 
gene designated as HCS (hepatocarcinogen sensitivity) has k e n  identified which influence? the 
post-initiation event during hepatocarcino~esis (Chapter I ,  Drinkwater). 

Gould and his colleagues propose the interaction orenhancer and suppressor genes for developmen! 
of mammary neoplasia in rats. They argue that enhancer gene is neither necessary nor suficient for 
the development of mammary cancer whereas the loss of suppressor function is necessary but not 
sutlicient for the occurrence of mammary neoplasia. DiGiovanni has addressed the question of the 
genetic bas~s ol  mouse skin tumor promotion in inbred mice using phorhvi ester, and the data suggest 
that most mbred strains studied shok similar tumor initiation, and the mzjor genetic determinant 
for multistage mrcinogenesis is at the level of tumor promotion. The work reported in these chapters 
indicates rhnt promction-susceptible genes are perhaps different from oncogenes like Ha- or Ki-ras 
that are impl:cated in tuaor  initiation The other three chapters in Part I deal with genes identified 
In cell linzs resfstant or sensiti~e to growth factors and tumor promoters. All the six chapters in Part I 
are well wr~tten, and provide a wealth of infomation which is potentially useiul to other workers 
interested in the probiem. 

Parr I1 deals with isolation. characterisation and cloning of genes involved in tumor promotion, 
G~rri ty  ar.d his colleagues have fwussed attention on mouse promotion sensitivity genes Pro-1 and 
Pro-2. D~enhardt and colleagues have studied the regulation of gene expression by tumor promoter 
1~-O-tetradecano~I-Ph~rhnl-13-Acetate (TPAi, and studied its effect on thc expression of a variety 
of genes like ornithine decarboxylase, C-fas and C-myc. They also pmvidi informdticn on the 
genes and proteins that are induced or repressed by TPA. 

Other papers of Pan 11 are 'Gene activndon durmg rnultiraage carcinegenesis in mouse skin' by 
Bowden rt aL'Tumor promotion Sy 2. 3.7. 8-tetrachiordibenzo-P-dioxin' by Wh~tiock. 'Genes that 
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citi;f;r r c r scp t~b~l~ t~  to neoplastic transformat~on in rar fibroblast' by Mougneau et al, and 'Regulation 
of Ii~m3n pnp:ilomnrir~s gene expression' by Phelps and Howley. 

Bo-den and his colleagues have focussed attention on activation of ras oncogenes and have 
&cussed the contrad:ctory resu:ts obtained by other workers. They also have presented compelling 
eiidcnce for d~fxential gene expression, specially of ma1 sequence dur~ng mouse-skin carcinogenesis. 
Khitloci. pro%id;d \erq raluable and author~tatite information on 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo- 
P.dro\in. a halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon, and its role !n carcinogenesis. This is a complete 
;rrtlcie on TCDD and reading it was a sheer pleasure. Similarly, 'Regulation of human papilloma 
sirus gene expression' 1s a sell-written and informative article. 

Par:s I I I  and IV deal w~th transformation-relevant slgnal transduction and focus on protein kinases 
and phosphoiipaszs and on stress-related signal transduction. Part IV specially stresses the role of 
free radicals in signal transducrion. 

We have come a long way from pract~cally knowing nothing about carcinogenesis two decades 
Sack to the'discovz3 of oncogenes, tumor-suppressor genes, growth factors, etc., which play a key 
:ole in csrcinogenesis. We still have a long way to go to prevent and cure cancer. This is a well-written 
book and is an earnest effort in that direction. I t  would enrich any one who could find time for a 
critical reading. The articles are thought proboking and on the pursuit of understanding the process 
of carcinogene~is so as to achieie that ultimate objective-prevent and cure cancer. 

Department of Microbiology and Cell Biology R. NAYAX 
1nd:an Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560011. 

Introduction to medical immunology (Immunology Series 150), Second edition, edited by 
Gabriel Vireila. Jean-Michel Goust and H. Hugh Fudenberg. Marcel Dekker, Inc., 270, 
Madison Avenue. New York. NY 10016, USA, 1990, pp 632, $49.75. 

Although several excellent textbooks describing the rapidly developing discipline of immunology 
exist. they are not adequate to meet the needs of medical students. The editors have made an effort 
to compile a textbook. primarily aimed at this group, that covered both the essential basic concepts 
of immunoiog) and aspzcts reIe5ant to medical practice that are ususally not well developed 
ia introductory textbooks. T h ~ s  revised edition. while retaining the or~ginal features (simplified 
diagrams, question-and-answer sections!, incorporates vast new information that emerged since the 
publication of the first edition. 

In thc first part. the editors succeeded in clear but concise presentation of basic immunology which 
aids the reader for better understanding of the immunopathogenesis of various diseases. The second 
part includes description of techniques dealing with immunoserology, diagnostic immunochemistry 
and evaluation of humoral and cell-mediated immunity. The third part is devoted entirely to clinical 
immunology providing a lucid presentation of the basic concepts and latest developments on 
hjpersensitivity, autoimmune diseases, transplantation immunology, tumor immunology, immune- 
deficiency and immunomcdulation. Each chapter contains selected bibliography which will allow 
interested readers to obtain further information and get access to classical literature. The individual 
chapters were written by active investigators and experienced teachers. This book, which incorporates 
thebest features of multiauthored and tightly edited volume, will be a major asset for medical students, 
residents and interns. 

Department of Biochemistry P. V. SUBBA RAO 
Indian Institute of Science 
Banpalore 560012. 
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Aquatic toxicology and environmental fate, Volume I I .  edited by G. W. Stiter i1  a n d  
%I. A. Lewis. ASTM. 1916. Race Street, Philadelphia. PA 19103. USA. i989, pp 605, S71. 

Sponsored by the American Society for Testing and Matrrials (.4STM). tbroi;gh its Committee 
on Biohgical Effects and En\ironmental Fate, the research papers presenied at the Symposium on 
Aquntic Tox!cology and Hazard Assessment held in May 1987, are included as the eleventh \olume 
of this series on Aquatic Toxicology and Environmental Fate. This volume is meant to hcrald the 
completion of a decade of lmplementlng the paradigm of harnrd assessment by testing and 
cornpansons. Aquat~c  toxicology matured itself as a scientific field only by thr end o i  lYi!i and ths 
first phase of investigaiions largely covered aspects of hazard evniudtion throuph elzbornfc v s t ~ n g  
prucedures. In the second phasc. estmation of the probabi l~r~ of specific undesirable effects of the 
toxicants and risk assessment was called for. During this phase, newer methods of testinp and a n n i p x  
were evolved and through these eflorts. the multifaceted problem of toxicology related to biological 
ekcts ,  manipuiarion. multiple pollution. cumulative efects of pollurion through biological and 
physicochemical modification of the enuironment, etc.. was sought to hz tackled. Meaningful ansvms 
to some of the problems that pose a signilkant challenge to the  environmentalist^ isere derived. 

This book includes thirty-elg'nt contributed papers. grouped under acven headings - Fate of 
chemicals in water and sediment. EMueni tosicit?.. Chronic endpointr~statisticai irrsui bio!ogical 
significance, Statistical procedure, Microcosms, QSARs and other dam extrapolations 2nd S r u  
methods for 3quatic to~icology. The qualit) of papen reflects not onl! the cuncerrcd effons of 
the authors but also the depth of invohernent of the peer revienzrs. The dedic~ted eLTolfs of the 
technical editors is laudable. This serm 1s rated as one of the quality compilztions. catering to ?he 
imminent needs of research u,orkers in the field of aquatic toxicology and environmental hio;ogis!s 
would look forward to more such excerlent and academically usefeel pubiications from the ASTM. 

Department of Zoology K.im~ SHALG>TALA 
Banga!orc Uni~ersitg 
Jnana Bharathi 
Bangalore 560056. 

Computational chemical graph theory edited by D. H. Rouvray. Nova Scienie Pubiishers. 
283, Commack Road, Sui te  300, New York, NY 11725. USA.1990. p p  331, pricc not  stn:ed. 

Thcorrt~c.il arid conipuiational chemistry journals publish incrtxsingi!, large warnher of graph 
:heoretical appl~cations. The basic concepts a!so seem sinlplc enough to learn from f i r d  piinciples. 
i s  an added .Itrraaior!. ?oil-erful computa:ional resources do not seem tc he icqusred, as reilected 
b i  the prepondzr;mce of East European and Thlrd World workers in !his field. I was therefore curious 
to read the book under rericu-. despite the moltipls adjectives qunlifymg rhe title 

The book is an  exparide? version o i  a symposium conducted by the American Chemical Sooict! 
in 1988. containing eieht chapters divided into h e  serlions. Certain degree of overlap of topics as 
well as netercpneity in prevncation and quality is unssoid.ibly present. Hoacvcr. a wide variety o i  
npplicatlons is covered, ranging from 1nghl.v rclevant to quite abstract ones. 

In ahe fin1 chapter. 1. V. Knop el .I! have rmierved a number of codes lor rcpresnting rnoiecu!c; 
:n computers. an mporlant problem :TI developing usefu! datahasrs of cbemtc;~! struclures and 
reactions. Smeral procedures are compared and evaluated with raper! to romr ldenl rcquiiements. 
E\,Jcn:!y. considerablr ti;fiicoitles rtmain. most 1.4' the codes being restricted to s p $ i  classes of 
~noizvdc, It 1s :ntercstine to note tiut the author> criticix the kick of prccisam of iL'PAC rules 
2nd the conser\;u!\e appri>,?ch of C l i m ~ d  lbsrnr~i~ Serv~ct in :!lei: choicc of moleci!i:u code,. 
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i.l!+y, dr.i;l:i:ng c..o;.c ap$iciitiq~x ofg;aph theory follow. D. Bonchei has rev~ewed quantitative 
.!i.!,lti,,n, ~f ~~~rnpleu:;. T h ~ r  indices hate k e n  u orbcd odt for complexities of molecular structures 

elciticriiic \iruGcirres. emony othcr thing5 (complexity of man is apparently 10'' to 10" bits!). 
wrpi~:r>g!!, tkz pn~blem lies not in !he computmg part, hu1 in defining the concept of complexity 

1tvii 

A Prol!fic aorker in this arm. K. Balasubramanian. has contributed some of his recent applications. 
\Siiile the cliilptir abounds ~n many details (z.8. a ten page table of the character of S,,), it is difficult 
to d i m m  chcrnrcali) in:eresting applications. The Importance of enumeratlng equivalent classes of 
nraclcl In rnulriple quanium NMR is stated, but it 1s not made clear how the graph theoretical 
dppro;ic:: has s!mpl;Fied the problem for the elcryday spectroscopist. A subsequcnt chapter by 11. 
fio;o>a descr!bss the rechnical detaila involved in counting polynom!als, a procedure required for 
nm) :ippiicationb. 

Graph [henry has been nldely used in e!ect;onic structure calculations. A representative application 
for coniputing Kek~l r  smdcrures and related conjugated circuits in hydrocarbons is presented by 
D. J. Kleinr: ~r!. Rzsulu for buckminste;fu!lererie{C6,)and the larger C,,, cage moleculeare d!scussed. 

The most interesting applications in the book deal with quantitative structure-activity relationship 
(QS4RI studies related to drug design. Different approaches to the quantitation of molecular shapes 
and jt:ucrures hate k e n  discussed. Tine definition and use of kappa values (L. B. Kier), chi values 
iL. H ,  tial!]. and a variety of other graph theoretical indices (S. C. Basak et al) have been reviewed. 
ApplicaI!ons(e.y. SARs for phenoi toxkity to Fathead Minnows) are discussed rather briefly. However, 
a full chapter by P. C. Jurs and P. A. Edwards is devoted to the use of such indiccs for correlating 
struanres and actibitizs of o!factory stimulants. 

Computer-based drug design is considered synonymous with high-tech graphics methods. 
P. G. Mezq forcefully argues the case for alternative nonvisual, algorithmic approaches for defining 
structures and shapes of moiecuies. With increasing reliability of molecular structure and similarity 
indices. these studies are likely to find widespread acceptance, although they are unlikely to replace 
visual evaluarion of structural compatibility. 

In :he final chapter, M. S. Lajiness disci!sses computer-based screening procedures for selecting 
iompounds for specific activity. Three methods employing different measures of molecular similarity 
;!re compared with a specific example. 

The hook is not meant as an introduction to chemical graph theory. However, those with a basic 
knowledge of:he concepts involved would find a quick reference to a representative range of chemlcal 
appiicationr that are currently being attempted and to the quality of results obtained using graph 
r he or). 

Deparrm:nt of Organic Chemistry 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560012. 

\ h k  superconductivity edited by S. Benacka and M. Kedro. Nova Science Publishers, Inc., 
183, Commack Road, Suite 300, Commack, New York, NY, 11725, 1990, pp 289,1687. 

The wok is an outcome of the Fifth Czechoslovak Symposium on Weak Superconductivity held at 
the Smolcnice Castle from May 29 to June 2, 1989. There were over seventy participants and the 
b o k  under review contains 51 articles on the subject. By weah superconductivity the conference 
intends to highlight research work on weak links betwcen two superconductors via tunnel and bridge 
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junctions. Various techniques are used for measunng some physical properties. These are SQUIDS 
(superconduct~ng quantum interference devices), multichannel magnetometry and computer simularion 
of interferometers. Such studies have impact on various fields, for example, magnetometry, medicine. 
metrology, radiometry, etc. 

The interesting feature of the conference was the covering of recently discovered high- 
superconductors. As expected, the papers are concerned with the preparation of thin films of such 
materials by vaccum-deposition techniques, and their studies by means of both dc and rf methods, 
tunnel and micro-contact spectroscopy, rf QUIDS, etc. 

As the conference is addressed to the new superconductors the volume is a valuable document for 
researchers in this field. Most of the papers are devoted to experimental techniques, measurements 
and results. A few contributions are concerned with theoretical analysis of the experimental data. 
for. example the model of the low-field non-resonant absorption of microwaves in high- T, super- 
conductors, analysis of the dynamic reduction of critical current in undamped Josephson junction, 
numerical simulations for fast-Josephson devices, etc.. to name a few. 

The majority of the contributions is from the workers in Czechoslovakia and adjoining countries. 
This helps the readers in picturing the activities going on in these countries in the new fast-emerging 
field. The papers are technically sound and the presentation is professionally done. The volume does 
not seem to suffer from the usual mistakes of conference proceedings published in the past. Nova 
Science has done a good job. 

The book is recommended for libraries and workers in this fast-growing field of high-T, 
superconductors. 

Department of Physics 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Understanding relativity by Stanley Goldberg. Birkhauser Verlag AG, Ringstrasse 39, 
CH-4106, Themil, Switzerland, 1984, pp 474, S.Fr. 60. 

A large number of books on the special theory of relativity, technical, semi-technical and popular, 
have appeared since the creation of the subject in 1905 by Albert Einstein. Although scientists such 
as Lorentz, Poincarb and others had provided the mathematical steps a few years earlier, it was 
Einstein's 1905 paper which made the physics of relativity clear and projected the radical departure 
from the Newtonian concept of absolute space and absolute time. The scientific world was, as if, 
shaken from a stupor. 

This book by Stanley Goldberg, a science historian, is scholarly written and the prexntatlon is 
full of fascinating anecdotes. The author's aim has been to trace the origin of special relativity and 
gauge the impact of this truly scientific revolution on scientists and laymen. 

The book is divided into three parts distributed over 11 chapters ending with 6 appendices. 
bibliography, etc. 

First, we have the treatment ofscience, logic and objectivity and social institution of science. Then 
we are exposed to the fallacies of the classical (Galiliean) principles of relativity and Newtonian 
mechanics. With this background, the prexntation of the Einstein's special theory of relativity and 
its application, for example, clock paradox, length contraction, time dilatation, mass energy 
relationship along with four-dimensional analysis appear logical and proper. There is a short stint 
on the genera1 theory of relativity. 
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in part II. ue arc exposed to the sari) response to the s?ec~al theory of relativity from 1905-1911. 
Thi5 ooirn the French. the Bntish 2nd the Amer~can response and how scientists such as Planck. von 
?-sue. Poincare. Ladgc, Leills and Tohnan reacted. It concludes with the popular response to this 
icientitic rriolutlon. 

Ir. p ~ i t  i i l .  ueare taken from response to the assimilation of relativity by the scient~fic community. 
Thz .period co\ered is l91!-1919 and i9?0-1980 and how the developments became an established 
pillar of the modzrn scientific edifice. How this fie!d starting from logically sound phys~cs developed 
Into hr.rexhing philosophical and ps)chologtcal domain !s treated in a splendid manner. 

The appenctces give the mthematlcal derivations of some important results and they constitute 

u iaiuable addendum for technical understanding. 

The au:hor has done an excellent work in writing a book in a manner which will help readers to 
h e  ii clear understanding of relatikit). The book is printed well and has a large collection of 
photograpks and figures wnlch keep the interest of the readers alive. 

The Suok is a must for libraries and scientists interested in the field 

Department of Phpics 
Indian Institu!e of Science 
Bangdore 560012. 

Formation and control of optical wavefronts edited by P. P. Pashinin, translated from the 
Russian by K. S. Hendzel. Nova Science Publishers, Inc., 283, Commack Road, Suite 300, 
Commack, New York, NY 11725, USA, 1989, pp 209 + viii, $75. 

Adaptire optics iAO! is arr emerging technologq, which at its core is concerned with the development 
of materials and techniques for the fabrication of what are known as A 0  elements. Human 'eyes' (as 
also the eyes of other livtng kings to a greater or lesser extent) can be cited as examples for A 0  
dements. Therefore. in a way, ?he R & D activities in the A 0  field can be described as efforts to 
replicate the functions of optical elements such as the human eyes. In other words, the field of A 0  is 
concerned with the development of materials and techniques for shaping optical wavefronts in real 
time. The real challenge for the scientists,engineers working in the A 0  field lies in the development 
of large aperture. light weight. and flexible optical elements. Rigid and inflexible optical elements 
made out of glass. for example. would be very heavy if they are to be of large aperture. In the 
manufacture of A 0  elements, like in the case of their conventional counterparts, material selection, 
design, fabrication. and testing are the important steps. The present volume deals with some of the 
abovementioned aspects of the A 0  elements. 

The b o k  under review is s volume in the series portraying the Proceedings of the Institute of 
Geoeral Physics, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, the series editor being none other than the 
aell-known laser physicist and Nobel laureate Prokhorov. 

The volume contains three chapters. The first one deals with the subject of the development of 
A 0  mirrors based on metallized polymer films. The mirrors are intended for use at the wavelengths 
corresponding to near infrared r 1.06 pnJ  and middle infrared (10.6pm) regions of the electromagnetic 
sp-[rum. Such mirrors find a place, for example, in the fabrication of space telescopes. The authors 
of this chapter. Voliak et a!, present the results of their experimental and theoretical investigations 
on the radiation resistance of merdllized polymer films and the fabrication of mirrors with adjustable 
radius of curvature. 
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In the second chapter, the author Korydkovskly et a1 discuss the use of the well-known Talbot 
phenomenon for the testing of the wavefronts emanating from large apenure systems such as, for 
example. systems using miriors of the type mentioned under chapter one Also, the Talbot method 
is used for testlng the wavefronts encountered in some of the high-power modern lasers. The authors 
have presented a detailed account of the diffraction theory of the Talbot effect and discussed its 
application potential in the field of AO. 

The t h ~ r d  chapter by Luk~shova et a1 deals with the problem of shaping the intensity profile of 
light beams using apodized d~aphragms. Apod~zation 1s a well-studied technique in optics, and the 
authors have tried to mdicate lts usefulness in the br~ghtness enhancement ofneodymium-glass-based 
laser systems. After the necessary survey ofthe existlng literature the authorsdiscuss the possibilitissfor 
using rare-earth-doped fluorite in the manufacture of apodized diaphragms and the applications 
potential of apod~zed d ~ a p h ~ a g m s  In high-power laser systems. 

Each chapter contains a fair amount of rcfercnces ahich should help the reader wishing to get 
more information. The material presented in this volume. however, is targeted towards thc specialist. 
The non-specialist (and I feel even thc specialist) would be immensely pleased to go through the book 
(and may cven he pleased to buy it) if only it contained a Preface ( ~ n  the form of an overview of the 
A 0  field) by the editor indicating its scope and target audience. I find that this haa been the serious 
deficiency of all the volumes that have come out in this series Therefore, the natural habitat for such 
a volumc seems to be a public library rather than the bookshelf of an ~nd~vidual. I doubt nhether 
at the statcd price of S 75 many mdividuals would like to bug the book. 

Photonics Laboratories S. V. PAPPG 
Department of Electrical Com~nunication Engmeenng 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalo~e 560012. 

Metal optics and superconductivity edited by A. I. Golorashkin. N o r a  Science Publishers. 
Inc., 283, Commack Road, Suite 300, Commack, New York, N Y  11725,1989, pp 285, S i06. 

Mezai optics and superconducticitg is a 285-page long collection of seven articles, edited bg 4.  1. 
Golovashkin. The first three art~cles are devoted to theoretical and experimenldl study ol the 
normal-state metal optics of ?d and4d transition elements, and intermetallics ofA15 and Bl structure. 
The remaining four art~cles deal with certain superconductive characteristics of these materia!% 
specially the tunnelinggap singularities, experimentally and theoretically. Emphasis 1s on quantitative 
first principle calculat~ons and detailed comparison with experimental data. 

The first articlein the collection presents amicroscopiccalculation ofthe complex d~electricfunction 
and the electron energy-loss function for fast electrons for several simple, transition and noble metals 
based on the LTMO hand structure determination with the mufin-tin potential, calculated 
self-consistently by the local density-functional method. A detailed wmparison is made a i th  the 
experimental data on the dielectric function over the infrared and visible frequency range. There IS 

a revealing discussmn of the inter- and intra-hand efects. local-field and exchange-correlation effects 
on  the macroscopic dielectric constant of a crystal. The article is very readable and self-contained. 
prefaced with a discussion of the pr t ia l  f-sum rules clarifying the notion of effeclive fiumber densitj 
of electrons when the conduct~on and the core-electron eacitatioils o~eikdp. 

The second article presents a detailed experimental discussion of the d i s p s i o n  ofcompl~x dielectric 



h:rctii~l~ IJ: t i c  tao trnportm! .Aii moten:..!; Nh-.A! and Nb-Gc in the infrared-visible-ultraviolt.1 
s!,ccira! ;i,pioi~ ;tnd ;,I :no t:mper:itures. This stud! brinps out an importailt point, namely, the 
p , ~ ~ ~ i h l s  therma! ti-:inr%r of ocoliator itrzngtk from the long-vrabe inter-band transition to the 
irltrii-ci~nd~at;an hmd trmaitioii. The sdne ~Eect is szen in NbN aith thr Bi structure as discussed 
!:> d-t'sii in thd t!l:rd sect13n. 

Tht. remaining art:c!e< discusa :he Josephson m d  the qunsiparticle tunneling and Andrcyev 
reflzetion ~ i l h  a detailed reiie? oi the subharmonic and harmonic gap singuiarities in the I-V 
chjracter!st:cs for different Rinds orseak Imks with 'direct conductivity'land tunnel juncllons with 
'\hori'i icndz from 4 b N  and s:>rrd 4!5 iiiiemi.ta!lics. 

Th;, coilecion of xticle5 i h  clearij :iddressed to specialists and can serve as a resource book. Given 
that orticai cocductirit> is perhaps the best probe of the d>namics of conduction and valence 
cii.itrons. rcleiaxt to mctai optics of reflecting mirrors in the inirlired and ultraviolet spectral region, 
:iod r,4e ilozrnal rtate ;ranspa! ~:op.;rtirs of :he n a e l  hiph- T, superconductors, the book should be 
usdui to pk~sicists and mareria! scientiah alike. Stron_el) recommended for iibrar~es. 

Depa;iment of p%sic> N. KUMAR 
lndrnii Institute of Science 
Banplore I@ 313. 

Phase conjugation of laser emission edited by N. G. Basov (50th Anniversary Edition, 
Proceedings of the Lebzdev P h y i c s  Institute, Academy of Sciences oi the USSR, Series 
Editor N. G. Basov, Vol. !71). 1988, pp vii * 240, S 76 (US & Canada), $91 (elsewhere), 
Vosa Science Publishers, 283 Commack Road. Suite 300, Commack, New York, NY 1 1725. 

The 5rst roiums in the wries 'Proceedings of the Physics Institute' was published in 1936 and over 
the !ears the readers of the Proceedings of the Lebedev Physics Institute have become famil~ar with 
man! of the d~sco\eries and achievements of the Institute's scientists. The first six volumes of the 
wries acre published oicr a 20-year period, 26 in the subsequent 10 years, and now, nine lo ten 
a yssr! 

The pxsent roicme conrains the results of research on :he phase conjugation of light tields wsth 
cornpiel. spatial fsmparal. spctral and polarization configurations hy hypersoond-stimulated 
szatrering and on the phase conjugation of emission from pulsed CO, lasers by foul-wave mixing. 

Although the practical possibility of achieving a reversed wave was lirst discovered in holography. 
it uas during a study of the laser emission conversion by means of stimulated Brillouin scattering 
that the disco~ery of ihe phenomenon of self-conjugation by stirnulared scattering was rcported by 
B. Y3.  Zeldovich ri ai in 19??. These pioneering studies by the Lebedev Physics Institute prompted 
interest in the probiem of phase conjugation and its possible practical applications specially in regard 
to self-adjiisting laser-target system for laser thermonuclear fusion and dynamic distortion correction. 
During the pas1 two decades. a search for phase conjugation techniques based on other types of 
nonlinear optics1 mixing. particularIy parametric three- and four-wave mixing, has been going on 
:n many labratories a!! over the world. Attempts are currently being made to investigate phase 
ccnjugation not oniy in the visible region of the spectrum but also in the ultraviolet and infrared 
regions and with supernarrow and long pulses. depe1arized emission, composite laser beams, 
inrermirtsntlg pulsed operating conditions. 

Tix present volume consists of t*o parts. The first one has three chapters and deals with the 
iormation of rhc spacs-time strtxture of light waves by stimulated scattering in hypersound. The 
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Quantum Radiophysics Laboratory of the Lebedev Physics lnstitute has been concentrating on thc 
self-conjugation of light by stimulated Brtllouin scattering from 1978 as ~t is more promising for the 
development of high-power laser systems than the degenerate four-wave mixmg. 

Chapter I contains an exhaustive theoretical treatment of the pump-correlated Stokes fields along 
with the influence of gain saturation and the features of scatteriug of spatially noncoherent emission. 
A nutnher of original techn~ques for achieving phase conjugation of laser beams in zero-threshold 
scattenng and of depolari~ed emission narrow Light pulses. etc., have been indicated. The authors have 
also d~scussed the methods of determining rhe essential parameters mvolved in Bnllouin scattering 
using interferometers containing phase coqugate mirrors. In add~tion, they have dealt with practical 
schemes for ~ncrzasmg the efficiency of phase-conjugation mlrrors. Unfortunately, the translator does 
not seem to have appreciated the fact that for any one wthout some knowledge of Russian and the 
subject of oplical phase conjugation, the notation nlay cause some difficulty. For example, with the 
current interest all over the world in nonlinear opt~cs, a notation like P,", or PNL would have been more 
appropriate than P(HJI). 

In a similar way, on page 7 in bibliography, it could have been Born, M. and WolL E Principles 
of  optic^ rather than Boln, M and Vol.'f E. In many equations, theimpression is not clear; for example, 
(5) in several places and also the symbol for the amplitude of the field could have been different from 
that for the dlelectrtc constant, that too on the same page. A little attention to the letters used in 
eqllations would have made the Proceedings self-contained and useful even for a researcher 
commencing work in this field. 

Chapters 2 and 1' are concerned with the experimental investigation of all aspects of phase 
conjugation discussed theoretically in Chapter 1. Since Academician Basov and his coworkers are 
pioneers in this field, Chapter 2 will be found extremely useful by all research workers in the field. 

However, in this chapter also, one wonders if it would have been better to bring rhe notation in the 
folmulae in tune with the translation. For example, instead of r KOP/T H K O P =  2, it could have 
been T,,,'r,,,,,, = 2 so that it is immediately clear that it is the ratio of the grain increment of the 
pun~p-correlated Stokes lield to the gain increment of the pump-uncorrelated emission. 

In the second half of the volume the subject ofphase conjugation by four-wave mixing in nonlinear 
media has been dealt with in detal. The development of phase-conjugat~on techniques in the infrared 
is of strategic importance as the most powerful and efficient HF, DF, CO and CO1 lasers operate 
in this spectral region. Four-wave mixing has been the chief method of achieving phase conjugation 
in the infrared. However, the efficiency is considerably lower than what has been achieved in the vistble 
region. Acnce, the most important task involves the search and investigation of nonlinear media 
which will give high-reflection elficiencies (up to 100:/, and above) and this reqoires a k t t c r  
understanding of the physical processes underlying the phase-conjugate mirrors, like their dynamic 
reflection range, polarization and spectral properties and the quality of phase conjugation. A brief 
account has heen given in Chapter 1, of the second half ofthe Proceedings, of the physical principles 
of phase conjugation by four-wave mrxing. This is followed by a description of the experimerttal 
assembly for investigatmg four-wavemivingand phaseconjugation with apulscd CO, laser Chapter 3 
deals with reflection by FWM (four-wave-mixing) in semiconductors [InAs and InSb) and BCIr 
and SF,- resonant molecular gases. 

In Chapter 4, the characteristics of optical phase conjugation which play an imponant role in 
applications such as dynamic reflection range, reflection of muitifrequency emission. polarisation 
properties and above all phase-conjugation quality have been dealt with briefly b~rt in a critical way. 
In conclosion, they have not only formulated the important results but pointed out the essential 
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d:rections in u h:ch one may usefully undertake research such as four-wave mixing theory in molecular 
p w s  m nonstationary m~iing, dzre!opmenr of new methods of phase conjugation and exploring 
p)~asr conjugation by st~mulared Brillouin scattering in the medium infrared. 

The rolume is not only an excellent account of the contributions of the Lebedev Physin Institute 
to phase conjugation of laser emission, but also a critical review of this subject up to 1986 and is a 
valuable reference source for researchers in this tield. 

Department of Physics 
lndian Institute of Science 
Bangatore 560013. 

Geology of mineral deposits by V. I. Smirnov (first Indian reprint), Nem Chand and Bros., 
Civil Lines, Roorkee. U.P. 237667, India, 1989. pp  520, Rs. 60. 

Srnirnor's Geoiog.r -i.f mirlrrui deposits pub1:shed :n 1962 uas made available to the English-speaking 
world in 1976 by Mir Publishers and the first Indian reprint in 1989 by Nem Chand. The book is 
perhaps the most important general work on ore deposits in the Russian literature. Since its 
appearance, plate tectonic hypothesis has achieved its present level of popularity. It would be a most 
mistakm riew if some readers think that this renders obsolete the geosynclinal conception which 
underlies so much of this book. Dunbam feels that Smirnov's philosophy is in no way invalidated 
by the recent exciting prozress in global tectonics and his hook still remain an influencia1 text. 

There are 14 chapters in this book, starting with an excellent historical survey on mineral deposits. 
The succeeding chapters on: Areas of distribution, geological environment of the ore formation; 
magmatic deposits; pegmatitic depos:ts: carbonate deposits; skarn deposits; albitite-greisen deposits; 
hydrothermal deposits: pyriiic deposits; deposits of weathering; placer deposits; sedimentary deposits 
and meramorpho$enic deposits are described with excellent illustrations. There is a lot to be learnt 
from this book; it is a compulsory reading for those who teach economic geology. The cost of this 
520-page book is just Rs. 60. 

Department of Inorganic and Physical Chemistry G. V. ANANTHA IYER 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 550012. 

Fwi xiem and technology handbook edited by James G. Speight. Marcel Dekker, Inc. 
270. Madison A~enue,  Xew York, NY 100016, 1990, pp 1408: $234. 

Environmentalists may continue to heap opprobriums on it, dooms-day Cassandras may continue to 
identify it as the prine culprit for the green-house effect, but fossil fuel shall continue to fuel the 
inexorable progress of the chariot of human civilization. For generations to come, engineers, scientists 
and technologists will have to be taught the art of efficaceous utilization of this ultimately limited 
resource of energy. To that extenr this volume presents under one cover, an up-to-date state of the art 
on the suhjeet. L i e  any good handbook, it is basically informative, bringing an extensive, but by 
no means exhaustive, bibliography well up to 1988. It is not that a user will learn the intricacies of 
the technology by gieaning through time pages, but he/she will have sufficient overview to make 
hisher choke from among the altcmatives and will refer the appropriate literature for technical details. 

The booL contains five sections, one each on petroleum, coal, natural gas, tar sand and oil shale. 
Technolopies for the utilization of the first three are, of course, the most advanced and proven, while 
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those for the last two are tentative and awaiting commercial success. Each section deals with the origin, 
occurrence and recovery, classification, composition and properties, and all aspects of beneficiation 
and utilization. The exploitation of tar sand deposits is still tentative, with only a token contribution 
to our insatiable energy need coming from two commercial ventures. The interest in oil shale, by far 
the largest of all fossil fuel resources of the world, is intimately linked to the crude oil price; its future 
looks good when the petroleum price increases, and bleak when it nosedives. Eventually, however, the 
exploitation of tar sand and oil shale has to come to rescue us from the energy crisis. 

In sum, this handbook will surely find its place in the book shelves ofall fuel technologists, besides 
it being stocked in all libraries. 

Department of Chemical Engineering 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560012. 
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